Abstract. Natural image matting is a fundamental problem in computational photography and computer vision. Deep neural networks have seen the surge of successful methods in natural image matting in recent years. In contrast to traditional propagation-based matting methods, some top-tier deep image matting approaches tend to perform propagation in the neural network implicitly. A novel structure for more direct alpha matte propagation between pixels is in demand. To this end, this paper presents a hierarchical opacity propagation (HOP) matting method, where the opacity information is propagated in the neighborhood of each point at different semantic levels. The hierarchical structure is based on one global and multiple local propagation blocks. With the HOP structure, every feature point pair in high-resolution feature maps will be connected based on the appearance of input image. We further propose a scale-insensitive positional encoding tailored for image matting to deal with the unfixed size of input image and introduce the random interpolation augmentation into image matting. Extensive experiments and ablation study show that HOP matting is capable of outperforming state-of-the-art matting methods.
Introduction
Natural image matting is the problem of separating the foreground object from background. The digital image matting treats the input image as a composition and aims to estimate the opacity of foreground image. The predicted results are alpha mattes which indicate the transition between foreground and background at each pixel [41] .
Formally, the observed RGB image I is modeled as a convex combination of the foreground image F and background B [8, 41] :
where α p denotes the alpha matte value to be estimated at position p. The original definition of image matting is an ill-defined problem. Therefore, in most matting tasks, trimap images ( Figure 1(b) ) are provided as a coarse annotation, indicating the known foreground and background region as well as the unknown region to be predicted. Typically, conventional propagation-based matting algorithms [24, 14, 23, 4 ,1] generate the alpha matte by transmitting opacity or transparency between pixels by referring to the appearance similarity in the input image. This inductive bias is leveraged by some deep learning based matting approaches implicitly to benefit their matting results [37, 3] . SampleNet [37] performs propagation by the inpainting network [46] adopted in their method for foreground and background estimation instead of opacity prediction. Moreover, the propagation of inpainting part is only carried out on the semantically strong features rather than highresolution features. In AdaMatting [3] , the authors introduced convolutional long short term memory (LSTM) networks [43] into their network as the last stage for propagation, in which the propagation is performed based on the convolution and memory kept in the cell of ConvLSTM. The difference between ConvLSTM and direct propagation is analogous to the distinction between LSTM [17] and transformer [38] .
In this paper, we present a novel hierarchical opacity propagation structure in which the opacity messages are transmitted across different semantic feature levels. The proposed structure is constructed by two propagation blocks, namely global HOP block and local HOP block. The HOP blocks perform information transmission by the mechanism of attention and aggregation [2] as transformer does [38] . Notwithstanding, both global and local HOP blocks are designed as two-source transformers. More concretely, The relation between nodes in attention graph is computed from appearance feature and the information to be propagated is the opacity feature, which contrasts with self-attention [38, 32] or conventional attention [2, 44] . With the help of HOP structure, our network learns to predict the opacity over context on the low-resolution but semantically strong features by global HOP block and refine blurring artifacts on the highresolution features by local HOP block. A demonstration of our method as well as three state-of-the-art approaches on a real world image is shown in Figure 1 . In addition to the HOP structure, we present a scale-insensitive positional encoding to handle the variant size of input images based on the relative positional encoding [9, 32] . The random interpolation is also introduced into our method as an augmentation for matting to further boost the performance.
Specifically, our proposed method differ from previous deep image matting approaches in following aspects:
1. We propose a novel hierarchical propagation architecture for image matting based on a series of global and local HOP blocks, leveraging opacity and appearance information in different semantic levels for information propagation.
2. We introduce the random interpolation augmentation into the training of deep image matting and empirical evaluation results show that the augmentation makes a remarkable gain in performance.
3. Experiments on both Composition-1k testing set and alphamatting.com dataset demonstrate that the proposed approach is competitive with the other state-of-the-art methods.
Related Work
Most of the natural image matting approaches can be broadly categorized as propagation-based methods [24, 14, 23, 4, 1] , sampling-based methods [40, 11, 13, 10] and learning-based methods [45, 30, 29, 37, 18, 3] . In this section, we will review some deep learning based methods that are highly related to our work.
General deep learning based methods utilize deep network to directly predict the alpha mattes with the given images and trimaps. Cho et al. [7] used an endto-end CNN which toke mattes from closed-form matting [24] and KNN matting [4] together with normalized RGB images as the input to better utilize local and nonlocal structure information. Deep Matting is proposed in [45] as a two-stage network to predict the alpha matte. In the first stage they fed their deep convolutional encoder-decoder network with images and corresponding trimaps. In the second stage, the coarse predicted alpha matte was refined by a shallow network. Lutz et al. [30] introduced GAN into image matting problem and used dilated convolution to capture the global context information. Tang et al. [36] proposed a network called VDRN involving a deep residual encoder and a sophisticated decoder. AdaMatting [3] divided the matting problem into two tasks, trimap adaptation and alpha estimation, and used a deep CNN with two distinct decoder branches to handle the tasks in a multitasking manner. IndexNet Matting [29] considered indices in pooling as a function of feature map and proposed an index-guided encoder-decoder network using the index pooling and upsampling guided by learned indices. Hou and Liu [18] proposed a context-aware network to predict both foreground and alpha matte. Context-aware Matting employed two encoders, one for local feature and the other one for context information. GCA Matting [25] introduced guided contextual attention mechanism to analogize image inpainting processing in matting. Instead of predicting alpha matte directly, some methods show that changing the degrees of freedom will influence the performance of their network. Tang et al. [37] proposed SampleNet to estimate foreground, background and alpha matte step by step, rather than predict them simultaneously. Zhang et al. [47] used two decoder branches to estimate foreground and background respectively, then they used a fusion branch to obtain the result.
All methods mentioned above relies heavily on the trimap as a input to reduce the resolution space. However recently, for some specific practical problems, methods that leverage the image semantic information and work well without any trimap proposed. Shen et al. [35] combined an end-to-end CNN with closedform matting [24] to automatically generate the trimap of portrait image and then obtained desired alpha mattes. Chen et al. [5] proposed a Semantic Human Matting that integrated a semantic segmentation network with a matting network to automatically extract the alpha matte of humans.
Method
To achieve the direct opacity information propagation all over the input image at a high resolution level, we propose the novel structure of hierarchical opacity propagation, in which the neural network can be regarded as a multi-layer graph convolutional network [22] with different graphs and the opacity can be propagated between every two pixels. In this section, we will introduce our hierarchical opacity propagation blocks first, and then propose the scale-insensitive positional encoding for our HOP block. Afterwards, the implementation details will be described.
Hierarchical Opacity Propagation Block
Typically, an non-local block [42] or a transformer [38] is capable of carrying out the information propagation globally by its self-attention mechanism [27] . However, there are two flaws if we adopt the original non-local block or image transformer in a natural image matting method directly. On one hand, the non-local block is computationally expensive. Although some modification were proposed to reduce the computation and memory consumption [49] , it is still infeasible to propagate the opacity information on a high-resolution feature map, which is required by image matting. On the other hand, both non-local and transformer build a complete graph on the input feature map and the edge weights are generated from the input feature of nodes. In image matting tasks, the feature of each node is the opacity information. It is straightforward to propagate the semantic feature based on relationship between different feature nodes in some semantic tasks like video classification [42] , semantic segmentation [49] or image inpainting [46] , whereas the propagation in natural image matting requires more non-semantic appearance information than the semantic features.
Inspired by the current success of sparse transformer [6, 19] , local self-attention [32] and guided contextual attention [25] , our proposed hierarchical opacity propagation structure involves two different propagation blocks, namely global HOP block and local HOP block, in which the appearance and opacity prediction are leveraged together in the propagation.
The network architecture of our proposed HOP is shown in Figure 2 (a). In our method, there are two encoder branches, one for opacity information source and the other one for image appearance source. Assuming the feature maps from opacity encoder and appearance encoder are denoted by F O ∈ R HW ×C and F A ∈ R HW ×C respectively, and feature points at position (i, j) are f
, the global HOP block can be defined as follows:
),
where the W QK is the linear transformation for both key and query, W out is the transformation to align the propagated information with input feature map F O , and the softmax is operated along (x, y) dimension. Additionally, F O is the value term in this attention mechanism without any transformation, and we can also regard v (x,y) = W out f O (x,y) as the value term. Figure 3 (c) demonstrates the detailed structure of global HOP block.
In global HOP block, the key and value, as distinct from the self-attention [27, 38] or conventional attention mechanism [2, 44] , are homoplasy. In self-attention mechanism, all of the query, key and value are computed from the same feature, and in conventional attention mechanism the key and value are from the same place. However, in HOP blocks, the query and key share the same original feature of appearance source and the value item has a distinct source from opacity feature.
Similarly, we can formulate the local HOP block which only attends to the local neighborhood of each feature point:
where N ((i, j), s) is the neighborhood of position (i, j) with a window size of s.
In our propagation graph, each node has two different features, opacity and appearance. The appearance feature is only utilized to generate the edge weight of the graph and opacity feature is the de facto information to be propagated. The difference between HOP block and self-attention can also be seen from Figure 3 . We will compare the performance of our HOP blocks with global & local self-attention in the ablation study.
With aforementioned HOP blocks, we build the hierarchical opacity propagation structure for alpha matte estimation as depicted in Figure 2 schematic diagram, we omit deconvolution blocks between HOP blocks to display how the opacity information is propagated hierarchically. The bottom global HOP block will perform a global opacity broadcast on feature maps from the bottleneck, where the feature map contains more semantic but less textural messages. It is intuitive to transmit semantic feature globally to leverage the whole information all over the image. Subsequently, local HOP blocks are incorporated into the network between deconvolution stages, where more textural messages are represented in the high-resolution feature map. Thus it is of great motivation to impel local HOP block to only attend to the neighborhood of each query point for textural information extraction. With our HOP structure, the opacity is propagated across different feature levels, from semantic to textural features and from low-resolution to high-resolution ones. Moreover, the proposed HOP structure can be considered as a 4-layer graph convolutional network [22] with different graph in each layer and number of nodes is variable in different stages of the network. The graph in global HOP block is a complete graph and the ones in local HOP blocks are sparse. All edge weights are computed by attention mechanism like graph attention networks [39] .
Positional Encoding
Positional encoding always yields gains with self-attention mechanism in several previous work [38, 9, 32] . We now describe the positional encoding incorporated in our approach. We employ two different positional encoding methods, scaleinsensitive position encoding for global HOP block and local relative position encoding for local HOP block. The illustrations of different positional encoding methods are shown in Figure 4 .
Scale-insensitive Position Encoding Vaswani et al. [38] introduced the positional encoding into transformer to improve the performance in natural language processing tasks. Transformer-xl [9] further extended the absolute positional encoding to relative positional encoding. Intuitively, we can divide the embedding into row and column encodings to extend the relative or absolute positional encoding to a 2-dimensionality encoding for image matting. However, a fatal obstacle of the previous positional encoding is that the neighborhood size of the attention must be fixed. Once the input image size is larger than training ones, there will be some new positional embeddings which never appeared in training. In image matting, it is extremely common that the testing image is larger than the training image patches. To address this issue, we propose a scale-insensitive position encoding for global HOP block.
In our scale-insensitive positional encoding, we define a radius s of the neighborhood. Any point located beyond the radius shares the same positional encoding, and for the points within radius s we use the relative positional encoding (see the illustration in Figure 4(a) ). Then the global HOP block can be written as:
(e |i−x| + e |j−y| )),
where we employ the sinusoidal encoding r d following [38, 9] for simplicity, and select s = 7 in implementation. With the scale-insensitive positional encoding, our HOP matting can handle input images with any shape and size. In addition to the positional embedding, we also design a trimap embedding to learn whether the foreground, background and unknown area should have different weights in attention. Hence the term (e |i−x| + e |j−y| ) is modified to (e |i−x| + e |j−y| + W T t (x,y) ), where t x,y is the data point at position (x, y) from the resized trimap.
Local Relative Position Encoding For the local HOP block, the neighborhood size is always a constant in the network, which makes the scale-insensitive positional encoding not necessary. We extent the local relative positional encoding proposed in [32] to an direct-invariant version without proposing a novel embedding method. The encoding used in local HOP block is depicted in Figure  4 (d).
In contrast to previous work with positional encoding [38, 9, 32] , the positional encodings adopted in our image matting method are both direction-invariant, which means the embedding is only related to the absolute distance along row or column between positions of query and key. This trait is motivated by the fact that natural image matting is more a low-level vision problem of less semantics and it should be rotation-invariant. 
Loss Function and Implementation Details
Our network is only trained with the alpha matte reconstruction loss function which is formulated as the averaged absolute difference between the estimation and ground truth alpha mattes:
where α i is the predicted alpha matte at position i, α gt is the ground truth alpha matte and T u is a set of unknown pixels in the trimap.
We select the first 11 blocks of ResNet-34 [15] pretrained on ImageNet [34] as our backbone in the opacity encoder. As for appearance encoder, we opt for a stack of stride convolutional layers to extract more low-level information. The network is trained on the foreground images from Adobe Image Matting dataset [45] and background images from MS COCO dataset [26] . We follow the basic data augmentation proposed in [25] . We normalize the training phase by both batch normalization [20] and spectral normalization [31] . The optimization is performed by Adam optimizer [21] . The model is trained in FP16 precision following [16] . Warmup [12] and cosine decay [28] are applied in our training.
Experiments
We conduct extensive experiments and ablation study to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed HOP matting. We report the empirical results of our HOP matting on two widely used datasets, the Composition-1k testing set [45] and alphamatting.com dataset [33] . The results are evaluated under mean squared error (MSE), sum of absolute difference (SAD), gradient error (Grad) and connectivity error (Conn) as [33] suggested. We also visualize the attention in our HOP structure for a better understanding.
Random Interpolation Augmentation
Empirically, the performance of deep image matting methods is sensitive to the image resize. It is because that typical natural image matting approaches attend to the detailed texture information in images, and the resize operation may blur edges or high frequency information and lead to a deterioration in the performance. Therefore, most of the matting methods are evaluated on the original image without any resize operation. In Context-aware Matting [18] , the authors claimed that different image formats of foreground and background will introduce subtle artifacts into composited training images, which can help the network to distinguish foreground from background. Analogously, in this section, we will show some new observations that deep neural network based matting methods are sensitive to the interpolation algorithm and introduce the random interpolation augmentation used in our method. We conduct an empirical experiment to support this observation on the Composition-1k testing set [45] . Firstly, we upsample RGB images with a factor of 1.5 by a selected interpolation algorithm and then downsample images to their original size by the same interpolation algorithm. More concretely, supposing that the RGB image is 800 x 800 and the selected testing interpolation is bilinear, we resize the image to 1200 x 1200 by bilinear interpolation and resize Table 3 . Our scores on the alphamatting.com benchmark. S, L and U denote three trimap types, small, large and user, included in the benchmark. the new image back to 800 x 800 by bilinear interpolation afterwards. Finally, the resized RGB image is feed forward to the network and we evaluate the error between prediction and original ground truth. It is worth noting that we do not begin with a downsampling followed by an upsampling operation because downsampling first will lead to more information loss. Evaluation results are reported in Table 1 . We provide the method groundtruth as a reference. Method ground-truth means that we directly resize the ground truth alpha matte image without any estimation and then calculate the error between resized and unresized ground truth images. These results reveal the error introduced by interpolation itself, which can be seen as an ideal lower bound of these evaluation results. HOP-5x5 stands for our baseline HOP model with 5x5 neighborhood in the local HOP block and without positional encoding Table 1 , we can notice that most of the result gaps between different testing interpolations are larger than the ground-truth lower bound. In other words, different interpolation algorithms can introduce more error in inference than the interpolation itself. We can also see the gap between bilinear and cubic of our HOP-5x5 method is larger than IndexNet Matting [29] . Our explanation is that, in the data augmentation of training set, we resize the background image to the same size as foreground by cubic interpolation following Deep Matting [45] . This fixed interpolation augmentation makes our model fit cubic interpolation much better than the others. Based on empirical observation aforementioned, we introduce the random interpolation augmentation into our method. In the data preprocessing of training phase, we randomly select a interpolation algorithm with equal probability for any resize operation. Therefore, the composited images in a training mini-batch may be generated by different interpolations. Furthermore, the foreground, background and alpha matte images can be resize with different algorithm before the composition. As Table 1 shows, the training with random interpolation not only improves the performance but also mitigates the error gap between bilinear and cubic interpolations.
Results on Composition-1k Testing Set
The Composition-1k testing set [45] contains 1000 composed images from 50 distinct foregrounds. We compare our method with the other top-tier natural image matting approaches quantitatively as the results shown in Table 2 . Variant w/o HOP + RI indicates the backbone network without any HOP block and trained with random interpolation augmentation. All our variants outperform state-of-the-art methods. Some qualitative results on Composition-1k testing set are displayed in Figure 5 . The results of Deep Matting [45] are generated from the source code and pretrained model provided by IndexNet Matting [29] .
Furthermore, we compare the number of parameters and the model efficiency with some of the state-of-the-art methods in Table 4 . We evaluate the mean inference time of each image in Composition-1k testing set on a single NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU. Notably, Context-aware Matting [18] and Deep Matting [45] require more than 11G GPU memory to estimate the alpha mattes of highresolution images from Composition-1k testing set. Thus we downsample the input image with a factor of 0.8 for these two methods.
Results on Alphamatting.com Dataset
The alphamatting.com dataset contains eight test images for online benchmark evaluation. Each test image has three different trimaps (i.e. "small", "large" and "user"). We provide the average rank value of our proposed approach on alphamatting.com benchmark in Table 3 . The Overall rank is an average rank over all three trimap types for each evaluation metric. As the ranking shows in Table 3 , our HOP matting outperform the other state-of-the-art approaches under different evaluation metrics.
Ablation Study
To validate the efficacy of each component in HOP matting, we conduct three different experiments on the Composition-1k testing set. We first evaluate the HOP-5x5 model by removing different HOP blocks. From the results reported in Table 5 , we can notice that the hierarchical opacity propagation structure is capable of improving the performance of networks in image matting. Global & Local Self-attention indicates the method that replaces global HOP block with global self-attention and replaces local HOP block with local self-attention. In the second ablation study, we reveal the effect of introducing positional encoding, Image Trimap Ours Ours without HOP Block Fig. 6 . The visualization of attention in our HOP structure on input images.
trimap embedding and random interpolation augmentation into our method. The quantitative results evaluated on Composition-1k testing set [45] is provided in Table 6 . We also provide the evaluation of different neighborhood window size in supplementary material.
Visualization of HOP Structure
Visualizing the attention of HOP structure is a convenient way to understand how the opacity information is propagated hierarchically in our approach. To this end, we visualize where our model attend to by the gradient map on the input image. We randomly select a pixel in the unknown region from the alpha matte prediction. Then a large loss is assigned to this single pixel and all the other pixels of the prediction are assumed to be perfectly correct without any loss. Afterwards, the back-propagation is executed and we propagate the gradient backward to the input image. The gradient map reveals how each pixel of the input image is related to the selected alpha matte pixel in the prediction. We show the gradient map of an image from Composition-1k testing set [45] in Figure 6 . The results without HOP block are generated from the model we train for ablation study reported in Table 5 . As we can observe from Figure 6 , the model with HOP block is able to aggregate information all over the input image and pay more attention to the area with similar appearance, while the model without HOP blocks, conversely, focuses more on a local region around the selected prediction point.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a HOP matting network for image matting. Our method utilizes local and global HOP blocks to achieve the hierarchical opacity propagation across feature maps at different semantic levels. The experimental results demonstrate the superiority of the proposed HOP matting. Furthermore, the effectiveness of our positional encoding and random interpolation augmentation are verified by the ablation study. Considering the success of fully selfattention networks [32] , it is a promising future work to investigate how the fully HOP block networks works in matting. Another interesting future work is a hybrid network of stacked local HOP blocks and fully convolutional blocks.
